WHO'S WHO

THE CHAPLAIN

Dr Shaun Henson is our College Chaplain. He is in room 24 of the College’s Main Building, adjacent to the Chapel's entrance on the first floor.

Shaun is always pleased to speak in confidence with any member of College about any matter, regardless of their religious views or lack thereof.

Please contact him directly by e-mail: shaun.henson@st-hughs.ox.ac.uk to arrange a meeting, which can happen using Microsoft Teams or in person.

THE ORGAN SCHOLARS and CHAPEL MUSIC TUTOR

Dan Chambers is our Chapel Music Tutor and Organist.
Jonathan Watt is our Senior Organ Scholar.
At least one new Organ Scholarship is awarded each year.
Please contact the Chaplain or the Chapel Music Tutor for an application.

THE CHOIR AND CHORAL AWARDS

St Hugh’s College Chapel Choir is an important and vibrant part of College life, and is integral to Chapel activities. The Choir rehearses every Friday at 5.00pm and Sunday at 4.30pm. Our current Choral Award holders are Violine Silier, Justin Vyvyan-Jones, Molly Mantle, and Sophie Bennett.

THE CHAPEL WARDENS

Chapel Wardens offer assistance with a variety of light duties for services.
Please contact our Chaplain if you would like to serve in this way.

GIVING IN CHAPEL

See our weekly emails, the Chapel and Faith section of the College website, and our Facebook page for details of this term’s charity and giving.

TO WATCH OUR SERVICES

www.facebook.com/sthughscollegechapeloxford
www.youtube.com/channel/UCxxMD75PZrekK88Y6YzNgA
www.st-hughs.ox.ac.uk/chapel
As the Covid-19 pandemic and social distancing continue to affect our lives, St Hugh's College Chapel will remain a steadfast virtual place of prayer, welfare support, and learning for all members of College, their guests, and the public.

Throughout Michaelmas term, our services will be broadcast on a dedicated Facebook page and YouTube channel each Sunday evening at 6.15pm. Anyone can watch whether having a Facebook account or not. The privacy of all viewers is protected, as neither the Chaplain nor anyone else can 'see' you unless you click to comment or to like a particular item – which, of course, you are warmly welcome to do. Our virtual services will remain on these spaces in perpetuity. Follow the links found here and overleaf:

www.facebook.com/sthughscollegechapeloxford
www.youtube.com/channel/UCxxMD75PZzrekK88Y6YzNgA

We are an inclusive and inviting Christian community, accepting everyone as being equally made in God’s image. Those uncertain about their beliefs will find space without pressure in our services, alongside those whose faith is deepening.

Those without religious beliefs at all, and members of other faiths, are also very warmly welcome. Those of all faiths and none are invited to watch and participate in our weekly virtual broadcasts, and to join us for drinks by Zoom afterwards.

FOR OTHER CHAPEL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES see the Chapel’s section of the College website and our Facebook page (addresses above and overleaf).

The Chapel also offers BAPTISMS, CONFIRMATIONS, and MARRIAGES.

THE CHAPLAIN is a member of the College welfare team, and is available during term via Microsoft Teams or in person for meetings of any kind.

WHO’S WHO Please see overleaf for all Chapel contacts, and feel free to write us with comments, questions, or ideas.

THE CHAPEL SERVICE ON SUNDAYS
6.15pm VIRTUAL CHORAL EVENSONG

CHORAL EVENSONG BROADCAST DATES
Sundays at 6.15pm

‘Navigating the ‘New Normal’
This term we shall consider with our speakers and services what it means to be ‘Navigating the ‘New Normal’, learning to live our lives to the full both in Oxford University and elsewhere in all circumstances and on every occasion.

11 October THE 18th SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
A Welcome Service

18 October THE 19th SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
The Chaplain

25 October THE LAST SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
The Chaplain

1 November ALL SAINTS’ DAY
Brother Tobias SSF

8 November MUSLIM AND CHRISTIAN INTERFAITH EVENSONG
Ms Zara Mohammed

15 November THE 2nd SUNDAY BEFORE ADVENT
The Reverend Helen Garton

22 November CHRIST THE KING SUNDAY
The Reverend Dr William Lamb

29 November ADVENT SUNDAY
Advent Carol Service

A CATHOLIC MASS is held once per term. The Mass will be broadcast from the Oxford University Catholic Chaplaincy this term on 11 November at 6pm.

*Brother Tobias* is a Novice Anglican Franciscan friar (Society of Saint Francis), and a former train driver. He lives in a Franciscan community in London.

*Zara Mohammed* is a human rights lawyer who is Head of Media and Communications for the Muslim Council of Scotland. She is a recent past President of the Federation of Student Islamic Societies (FOSIS).

*Helen Garton* is Minister of St Columba’s United Reformed Church, Oxford.

*William Lamb* is Vicar of the University Church of St Mary the Virgin, Oxford.

*Shaun Henson* is Chaplain of St Hugh’s College. He teaches and publishes in the University of Oxford at departmental level about Science and Religion.